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/ 1.S. Nuclosr Rsculetory Commission Copias to Presidant Clinton f

1

shington, DC 20555 Vice Prosidant Gore
\ Ssnators Specter and

Wofford-

Rapres m'1t a HVeF 4
Daar Mr. Selin1 i

i

Dear Mr. Selint.
in response to the question of nuclear power plant security raised by

the Nuclear Regulatory Comreission for public coment on May 10, 1993, pleaseinclude in your records the following comments by the undersigned citizensin the Philadelphia, PA, arent

Because (1) the nuclear power prograse originated with the Fe'deral Government,
which produces the inherently deadly materials used for nuclear
weapons, fuel and isotopes from radioactiva substances used formilita n and civilian applications,

(2) the facilities for handling such substances are experimentat,
numerous, varied in design and intricate and are handled and
monitored by f allible human beings, as saply demonstrated byongoing, inevitably unpredictable problems
sight, ignorance and error, of se*1 dent, over. !

P

(3) and because the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is already
responsible not only for licensing but also for attempting to _

oversee the safe operation of such facilities to protect the 4

U.S. population frota dangers from within them,
it seems to us that the Nuclear Regulatory Comission and the utilities it
is responsible for overseeing are incapable of responding adequately to
security threats coming from outside the facilities, where protection isobviously inadequate.

,

Therefore we believe it is the responsibility of Congress, which legislated4

many of these problems into existence by promoting nuclear power production,tos (1) legislate the termination of nuclear power production and ,

mandate prompt decommissioning .cf. nuclear reactors, |
(2) devote informed attention to the problem of nuclear weste

disposal and radwaste containment,
(1) provide additional safeguards to protect the U.S. public from

dangers threatening nuclear facilities from outside. Attackson nuclear facilities or hijacking by land, sea and air have
long been foreseen, threats have been made and the dangers Qare real and cannot be ignored.

g long as the world remains in the brament * tate of anarchy,should raanca te Longressthe ceployment of federal
nnards.__ suitably ejulppeu, ~every nuclear f acilit y and wastb reco-f enev oround*n

nrevent- a tlorr.e . as Yar asconcible, such invasions, announced or unannounced-
launched against the U.S. militarv in Lebanon. the Thraa M11a Te1 H -

as have alreadV been
_nu - i n e oower nlant
Please join us in conveying these comments to the President and to ourin Pennsylvania, and the World Trade Center in New yerle gisla tors. ~
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_. e m. . en, wamuan
U.S. Nuc1scr R3gulatory CImmiP*1en Copiss to Prssidsnt Clinton

~i uhington, DC 20555 Vica Presidant GorsSsnatora Spectar and*
Wofford

Rapresentatives
1) ant Mr. Se1Lnt '

Dear Mr. Selint

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for public cocenent on May 10In response to the question of nuclear power plant security raised by
in the Philadelphie, PA, areasinclude in your records the following comments by the undersign,ed citisans1993, please

Because (1) the nuclear power program originated with the raderal Government
which produces the inherently (endly materials used for nuclear ,
weapons, fuel and isotopes fron radioactive substances used formilitary and civilian applications.

(2) the facilities for handling such substances een experim nt l
numerous, varied in design and intricate and are handled ande a,

sonitored by fallible human beings, ma amply deeonstrated by
ongoing, inevitably unpredictable problems of accident, over-sight, ignorance and error,

(3) and because the Nuclear Regulatory Conunission is already
oversee the safe operation of such facilities to protect theresponsible not only for licensing but also for attempting to-

U.S. population from dangers from _within them

is responsible for overseeing are incapable of responding adequately toit seems to us that the Nuclear ReW1 story Conmission and,the utilities it
security threats coming from outside the facilities, where protection isobviously inadequate.f

Therefore we believe it is the responalbility of Congress, which legislatedA.
rnany of these problems into existence by promoting nuclear power productiontot (1)

legislate the termination of nuclear power production and ,

mandate prompt decommissioning .cf, nuclear reactors,
(2) devote informed attention to the problem of nuclear weste

disposal and radwaste containment,
(1) provide additional safeguards to protect the U S

dangers threatening nuclear facilities from outside.. . public from

on nuclear facilities or hijacking by land, sea and air have
"

Attacks
long been foreseen, threats have been made and the dangersare real and cannot be ignored. ''

A d ong as the world remains in the fra=ent
should mandate the deployment of federal state of anarchu Concresseverv nuclear facility and wast 6rence re.rvmards. g itably equipped,+n aroGnd

nrevent. at nome. es Tar asonewible. such invasions,
launched aoainst the U.S. announced or unannounced.

have alreadv been~
as

military in Lebanon. the Thraa Miin T - t m ~t
_ -

-puMaar nwe r pl a n t in Fennsv1vania,
Please join us in conveying these comments to the Presidentand the World Trade Center in New York.~

'
legislators. and to our
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IDear Mr. Selint

In response to the question of nuclear power plant security raised by *
si

; en rear e * M74au.; 0.~1 i... M ,,wblic cosument on May
'

10, 1993,'please .

include in your records the following = ==nts by the undersigned citizens 4
.

in the Philadelphia, PA, arest r ,

t',

~

j-5ecause (1) the nuclear power program originated with the Federal Government, .

which produces the inherently deadly materials used for nuclear ,

weapons, fuel and isotopes from radioactive substances used for g'military and civ111sn applications, ?g "
(2) the facilities for handling such substances are experimental, .{

,

numerous, varied in design and intricate and are handled and y
wonitorod by fallible human beings, as. amply demonstrated by o
ongoing, inevitably unpredictable problems of accident, over- k
sight, igrorance and error, >{

(3) and because the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is already
responsible not only for licensing but also for attempting to
oversee the safa. operation of such facilities to protect the e
U.S. population from dan era from within them, G-

f ; .' '
r

it seems to us that the Nuclear Regu atory Com~mTasTon and the utilities it Y-
is responsible for overseeing are incapable of responding adequately to
security threats coming from outside the f acilities, where protection is iobviously inadequate. v

i4

3
'

Therefore we believe it la the responsibility of Congress, which legislated.g.
raany of these problems into existence by promoting nuclear power production, 'Ttos (1) legislate the termination cf nuclest power production and

(A
-

mandate prompt decommissioning. .cf. nuclear reactors,
(2) devote informed attention to the problem of nuclear waste

disposal and radweste containment, i

(3) provide additional safeguards to protect the U.S. public from
dangers threatening nuclear facilities from outside. Attackson nuclear f acilities or hijacking by land, see and air have 11
long been foreseen, threats have been made and the dangers |are real and cannot be ignored. *1

,

A long as the world remains in the Eraeant atate of anarchy. Congressshould mancate tr.e ceployment of federn1
n"_ards. suitably equipped. aroUnd_evnev nuclear racility and was te reno n i enev en nrevent- at nomeo as far as _,,

.h .t
bnenmible. such invasions, announced or unannounced.

as have alreadv beenlaunched anainst the_U.S. militarv in Lebanon. tha Thram M43 v e s u.4 ~

:i
4 < .fuciame ecwer n] ant in Fennsylvania .!- - r

Please join us in conveying these comments to the President and to our, and the World Trade Center in New Yort .--legislators.
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.Dear fir. 3elint

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission for public coment on Mayin response - to the question of nuclear power plant security raisad by
include in your records the following comments by the undersigned citizens20, 1993, please
in the Philadelphia, PA, areal -

Secause (2) the nuclear power pmgram originated with the Federal Government
which produces the inherently deadly materials used for nuclear ,

military and civilian applications, weapons, fuel and isotopes from radioactive substances used for
(2) the facilities for handling such substances are experimental

numerous, varied in design and intricate and are handled and ,

monitored by f allible human beings, as amply demonstrated by
ongoing, inevitably unpredictable problems of eccident, over-sight, ignorance and error,

(3) and because the Nuclear Regulatory Comission is already
responsible not only for licensing but also for attempting to
oversee the safe operation of such f acilities to protect the
U.S. population from dangers from within them,

is responsible for overseeing are incapable of responding edequately toit seems to us that the Nuclear Regulatory Comission and the utilities it.

security threats coming from outs 1h the facilities, where protection isobviously inadequate.

Therefore we believe it is the responsibility of Congrsse, which legislatedp
many of these problems into existence by promoting nuclear power productiontos

(1) legislate the termination of nuclear power production and , s

mandate prompt decommissioning .of . nuclear reactors,
_ i

(2) devote informed attention to the problem of nuclear waste ,|disposal and radweste containment,
(3) provide additional safeguards to protect the U.S. public from I

dangers threatening nuclear facilities from outside. I
lAttackson nuclear facilities or hijacking by land, sea and air have

long been foreseen, threats have been made and the dangersare real and cannot be ignored.

A long as the world remains in the 6recent - .

should mandate the ceployment of federal State of anarchvz Congress
everv nuclear facility and was bb renom i Fnevnuards, suitably equipped. aroGnd*n

nrevent._at nome. as far asnomelble, such invasions, announced or unannounced.
as have already beenlaunched aoainst the U.S. militarv in Lebanon, thm Thran Miin Teinnafurtpar newer nient in Fennsv1vania and

Please join us in conveying these comments to the President and to othe World Trade Center in New Yorklegislators. ~ &ur ~ 4
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Dear Mr. selin
$

t*:n t'.v2 r r * Nr.14t.n / O i. *~. 44In response to the question of nuclear power plant security raised by
in the Philadelphia, PA, areasinclude in your records the following comments by the undersigned citisanspublic comment on May to, -1993, please

, e

t

Because (1) the nuclear power program originated with the Federal Gov p-
which produces the inherently deadly materials'used for nuclear , [

ernment
weapons, fuel and isotopes from radioactive substances used formilitary and civilian applications, G

(2) the f acilities for handling such substances are experia* ental {
numerous, varied in design and intricate and are handled and,
monitorod by fallible human beings, as amply demonstrated by
ongoingIgnorance and error, table Froblems of accident, over-inevitably unpredic c
sight,

(3) and because the Nuclear Regulatory Coannission is already
responsible not only for licensing but also for attempting to

..oversee the esfc operation of such f acilities to protect the
U.S. population from dangers from.within them, at

is responsible for overseeing are incapable of responding adequately toit seems to us that the Nuclear Regulatory Corraission and the utilities it
-

!
{

security threats coming from outside the f acilities, where protection is
4

obviously inadequate.
i

}.
Therefore we believe it is the responsibility of Congress, which legisl t dg-
many of these problems into existence by promoting nuclear power productiT aetot

(1) legislate the termination of nuclear power production and% on,
mandate prompt deccanissioning .of. nuclear reactors,

(2) devote informed attention to the problem of nuclear w
disposal and radweste containment, asta i

(3) provide additional safeguards to protect the U S l

dangers threatening nuclear facilities from outside.. public from.

on nuclear facilities or hijacking by land, sea and air haveAttacks t

long been foreseen, threats have been made and the dangers $~ J1
are real and cannot be ignored. j

As_long as the world remains in the b re c e n t- etate of anarchy Congress )should mancate the deployment of federal
every nuclear iacility a.nd wa s te re oon i en evM"ards.fitably equ,ipped, !en around

nrevent._at nome. as rar as ~ 'E Ipommible. such invasions, announced or unannounced.
launched against the U.S. military in Lebanon. the Thram M41as have already been-

1

'
,

_nurtmar eower nient in Fennsylvania, T e t ~4 _
Please join us in conveying these comments to the Presidentand the World Trade Center in New York.!le gisla tors. and to our '!
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(215) 247-8327 /M b [f b b b b-

41 West Gravers Lane

h3 ._~
Philadelphia, PA 19118
May 10, 1993

i

Mr. Ivan Selin, Chairman
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Mr. Selin:

We appreciate the NRC's giving citizens an opportunity to speak
our minds about the terrorist problem at nuclear facilities at its
meeting today. We regard it as a call for help, and the material
enclosed is the best response we could make on short notice. The
United States has an immense military force with ill-defined directives,
and we think some of it, at least, must be used to protect the many gplaces where plutonium and other deadly substances are being produced
and stored, including civilian f acilities and especially nuclear reactors.

Please share our views with your colleagues at NRC and pass them
on to those who delegate authority. The buck stops there.

V ry truly you,rs,,

Ruth Allan Miner
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TO THt; CONCRESS OF THE UNITED STATES: A PROCLAMAT20N OF FtuERAL RESPONSIBILITY

.
.

. .
.

'

WE THE PEOPLE C'? THE UNITED STATES OF AltERICA, whose ideal is government by the people for the people are Aware *

that our envircoment is the shared heritage of all humankind and the natural species that inhabit the earth. He
realize 'that our habit.at is threatened by many kinds of manmade vastes that are longlastinn. poisonous to life
and not blodegradable ;and none more so than the products and byproducts of the nucient fission proc'ess used for ,

weapons,and energy. -

WE KNOW THAT THE PhESIDEhT AND CONGRESS _0F THE UNITED STATES ARE RESPONSIBLE for the production and sale of
radioactive substances to industry at low cost to subsidize their use in nuclear power stations 1 for insuring

| the utilities against liability in case of injuries and damages resulting from accidents from. such user for
l continuing commerce an.d transportation of radioactive substances to the known detriment of public health and

.

safety', when th2re .is no accepted plan for the. disp'esal of nuclear wastes that are known to retain their radio-
~

activity for hvadreds of thousands of years; for. requiring, states to dispose of wastes produced and licensed
by the federal government: for forcing citizens to submit to nue' lear sixper'imentation, for which the outcome is
uncertain, in their'own neighborhoods; for licensing nuclear reactors, including many with known desir.n and
construction defects that can cause disastrous accidents under any of countless unpredictable circunestances: for,

| permitting nuclear facilities to operate with' inadequate evacuation plans in surrounding areas close to human
; habitation; '

. . . . . .

AND THEREFORE ve declare that we hold the President and the Congress of the, United States totally accountable
at all times for injuries suffered by the people as a result of any nuclear accident in the United States and
for damages resulting from levels of radiation from commercial or military use which adversely affect our
nation's physical *and mental hesith,,and .

WE CALL UPOW THE PRESIDEFT AND THE (5NCRESSt

To act to prevent the construction and licensing of any more nuclear fission plants in the United States.
To cease and desist from the production of nuclear materials except for carefully monitored medical use. and
To move with all possible speed to shut down and eliminate all nuclear power plants now in operation and

. Aggressively to promote conservation, energy efficiency and the develonment of safe alternative.enerry sources.
.

And to this docultent we subscribe our namerand addresses in token of protest and demand for such proposedactions by our elected officials. ~
' ~

THIS PROCLAMATICt1 IS END(RSED NATIONAILY BTt Earth First! . CITI7. ENS FOR EhTIRONMEhTAL RIGHTS-

'
Friends of..the Earth.

.

THIS FRoctAMAYlQI 13 ENDGtSED IN THE DE1 AWARE VAILET BY Frie'nds Environmental Croup of
*

Philadelphia Yearly Meetins; Sierra club, Northeast Region Nuclear Affairs Committeeg
Friends of Earth of the Delavsre Valley; Citizens Education and Protective Association.
Philadelphia; Philadelphia Council of Neighborhood organizations 3 Philadelphia .Tobe
with Fence Campai al Friends of Forest Park (Bucks County)g Central Bucks Clean Enetgyt-

Collective; Morigomery WARE; limerick Ecolosy Aetient American Federation of State,
County and Muricipal Employees (AFSOfE) District Omncil f47

'

,. .-
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The New York Tinies received the letter four days $
~

b, bg g after the Trade Center blast. An FBI spokesman and::
othem questioned whether it was utbentic.

rnow twenaza rtas stavicts met is inconsatent with his havinF ;*

NEW YORK - A letter claiming mest this letter," Prectit said, addiog* ;
responsibility for the World Trade ' that his court translator determined
Center bombing was linked yester. that the return address on the enve-
day to the five suspects in custody, lope was Fritten by someone anfo-
But an FBI spokesman and others mihar with Arabic. .

questioned whether the letter was "Salameh writes Arabic well,"
Precht said. "All I can soy is that the 'authentic. *

The letter, from a group called the other suspects are nat:ye Arabic
Uberation Army Fifth Battalion,an. areakers. I question the authenticity
grily protested the poliefes of the , ei this letter." '

Unit ed States, Israel and other " dicta- Mohammad T. Mehdi, h2ad of tbg
tot countries" in the MJddle East, American Arab Relations Committaa,
and warned of future action against aho said the letter was antikely 'to
U.S civilian and military targets. . have any ties to the suspects. He said

The New York Times, which re- the letter could not have been writ.
cetved the letter four days after the sen by a Muslim fundamentahst be?
Feb. 26 bombing that killed six and canse it docs not make the appropri -
injured more than 1,000,immediate. ene references to God that are
ly turned it over to Isw enforcement required of Islamic writing. "If it had
officials. It was reprinted in yester , been the suspects, they would have,
day's editions of the newspaper. evoked the name of God four or five

| The Times said authorities con. tlares to justify their actions." he said. .
firmed that the letter was connected ne letter,in English, said:"We are,
to at least one the five suspects held the nfth battaljon in the Uberunou
in the case: Mobammed Salameh,25; Army, declare our responsibility for
Nidal Ayyad. 25, Ibrahim Elga- the explosion on the mentioned bu11d-
browny. 42. Bilal Alkaisi, 27. and ing. This action was done in response
Mahmud Aboballma,33. Sur the American political, economi'

"There is no question that the let. cal and military supprt to Israel, the
ter was prepared by a member of this state of terrorism and to the rest of,
cell," a senior investigator, who was the dictator countries in the region.* a
not identified. told the newspaper. f. De letter warned:"If our demanhs
The Times report did not mention f are not snet all of our functions)
which suspct that might be. groups in the army will continue lo'

Yesterday, Suzanne Trazoff, a staecute our missions against miti
spokrswoman for the New York City I tary and etvilian targets in and outd
Police Department, confirmed to the United States. This also wiu ti
Reuters that "we've been told (by , ctade some potential nuclear targeiy Jexpertal that 11 is authentic." "For your own information. $nt i

&

But others cast doubt on whether army has more than one hundred; '

the letter was truly linked to the and fif ty suicidal soldiers ready to go ;
suspects. ahead. ..

FBI rpokesman Joe Vallquette said *ne American people must knois,
he would confirm only that the letter that their civilians who got killid
was received by the Times and that it are not better than those who are;,

was turned over to polica. getting killed by the American weap,
"We do not know if any definite ses and support." *.|link has been made to any of the fiva The letter bore the afgnature A69

in custody," Vallquette majd. Bakr Al-Makee, who was noted se
he letter warned that more attacks have a rank of field marshal or si( ,.

would foljow unless the United States jar. The name la the same as the;
ended diplomatic relations with is- Arabic political leader who succee$
rect, hajtad aJd to the Jewish state, ed lalamic prophet Muhammad after:
and did not interfere in the internal he died more than 1,300 years age. .
affairs of Middle East nations. The name is also similar to the:{' The letter said that the group's Abu-Bakt mosque in Brookly4
army had 150 " suicidal soldiers" and where several of the suspects,were; ;h that the attacks would include nu- known to worship. 4*
clear targets. The five suspects are all Wushifbs' j

* ' ,

,

Robert Precht,an attorney for Sala- from the Middle East and are bt. ;

meh,the firrt to be charged after the Neved to be followers of radicat; t

explosion, said his client had no con- Ibeik omar AbdelRahman wkb-
noction to the letter; preeches at the Brooklyn mosque ms;

"Everything I knowabout Mr. Sala. well as coa in Jersey City. HJ.. p ;,

.: ,
. | : ~,, ;
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j Deadly Bomb ~Was Cheap and Easily Made, Experts Say
~

r -* By JOSEPH B.TREASTER The investigators said they found were combined in the van. The nitro- '

5 ', ,

The bomb that savaged the World d storaEe [OCherin =="">"'-6-6-="'"a'"""*' ''Y""""' " "a- c-id ""
the apartments that they raided after exploded had the van hit a bump or* Trade Center, investigators and ex-

lo d d arresting Mr. Salameh. had there been a sharp change in-

paren ly s t ge he ith o CTS 6f f Of 2006 Neil C. Livmgstone, the president of temperature, the experts say.
nary chemicals that are widely and the Institute on Terrorism and Sub- The bombers also risked blowing
cheaply available at chemical supply SerdedOS lbe bOmh National Conflict in Washington, said themselves up, the experts said, when

that as a test of how easy it was to they hooked up the wires connecting' houses and gardening centers
throughout the country. fGhOralOry. obtain such guides to destruction, he the bomb's trigger with the blasting

Experts now estimate that the recently wme to a pdusWg huse cap.
bomb weighed about 1,000 pounds and using a child's lined notepad and us- Dr. Robert H. Kupperman, a senior
that the chemicals to make it were ing a crayon to spell out tne words. adviser for science and techonology
bought for a little more than $400 last year, the authorities say. Three of the bomb-making manuals at the Center for Strategic and Inter-

Though a young man with a degree The suspnts traveled in a yeHow were promptly delivered to the ad- national Studies at Georgetown Uni-
in chemical engineering was arrested Ford van, the investigators say, dress Mr. Livingstone had given, he versity, said that perhaps the great-
yesterday in connection with the ex- which has been identified as the vehi- said, no questions asked. est expertise in the construction of .cle that carried the explosive into the Though building the bomb was rel- the bomb came in rigging the chain of
blosion, the experts say that such amb could have been made by al- underground garage of the World atively easy, the experts say, it was triggering explosives so that they all

Trade Center. not by any means free of danger. tore Mto the bulk of the bomb formost anyone with the help of one of
scores of manuals, obtainable in A Thick Paste The bulkiest part of the bomb, they maximum effect, as investigators at
bookstores and libraries, that provide

The investiEators and experis say only have been touched off with the to have happened. So far, in more
say, was extumely staNe and cmW me M ha& her say spean

ste,pb,s -step instructfons. tremendous kick like that provided than a week of searching, they have
y

these things,, easy to make one of . that after mixing the three mainIt very chemicals - nitric and sulfuric acids by nitroglycerine, which was made . not reported finding a single grain ofsaid Edward M. Roy. and urea, a common ingredient.in by blendmg some of the chemicals. ~ the main explosive materialan explosives expert at the New Mex- fertihzers - into a thick paste, the
ico Institute of Mining and Technol- bombers are believed to have packed Making the nitroglycerine was the . William Lazod a senior technical
ogy in Socorro, N.M. "I tell my stu- the material into half a dozen or so trickiest part of the process. As the service consultant at the Du Pont

chemicals are mixed to form mis Company in Wilmington, Del, said -dents, a lot of explosives I can make cardboard boxes.
em , sam h PeWen Wnin my wastebasket." TheI simPIY loaded the boxes that sulfuric acid is the most widelyson, the director of the center of ex,* sold chemical in the United States' *"'# n e an, withat using a
plosives research at the New Mexico and is used in the manufacture ofA Jumble of Chemicals g g

nsutue of Mining and echnology. everything from battery acid to de-Following the trail of Mohammed he ve i ators believ , a dro
A. Salameh, the first suspect arrested across the Hudson River to the trade E

c ed in' dry $ ated beak aein the bombing, investigators discov- ceser. ysh, nical serviceI keep the chemicals at a saye tem-ered a jumble of chemicals, chemis- The hombers ignited their concoc- consultant at Du Pont, said,that nitric
try implements and detonating nia- tion, investigators beheve, with sev- pcrature. Another hazard, he said, is acid is only slightly behind in popular-
serials stacked in a storage locker at cral smaller nitroglycerme bombs, that the chemicals can severely burn ity. It is used, he said, in the electron-

the skin.69 Mallory Avenue in Jersey City that wh6ch themselves were touched off les industry and for making stainless
they say may also have served as the with the kind of blasting cap routmely A FearfulThought steel and many industrial dies and
bomb laboratory. med at construction and mining sites Nitroglycerine is extremely vola-

1 a * the owner of Morre-Tec
8 "

The day before the explosion that acres the country. The blasting cap tile, the experts said. They shudderedkilled five people and injured more is the only ingredient in the deadly at the thought of driving even a few I z$than 1,000 others, Mr. Salameh and mix, the experts and law-enforce-
blocks in a van loaded with bottles of are commonly used' metal cleaners.

# s th ac s
several other men made * numerous ment officials say, that requires a

it alongside the cartens that held the Contractors, he said, often use themtrips" to the locker, which Mr. Sala- heense or permit for purchase, and main bomb material. It is not clear atmeh had rented for $97 a month late most probably was stolen. what point all the bomb ingredients $,","
.

,
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Please add these thoughts to the record of the public workshop for the.,

o.si,a usis rht..e%Md T RECPNED Obl
S/to/43MeeTUd6 R :Regarding the question of "where trill it eg5'p". DBT'It" meaning the requests

for increased physical protection sad escurity regulations. The "public" I '

q
have epoken with want to know "where does it start".

There is a tremandous public reistions problem for the nuclear industry

whou GPU President Philip Clark claims escurity was never breached. Or, the

statement that the TMI intruder does obt fit the definition of the design basis
threat. Shall we conclude that the DET was not tested by the intruder?

This morning I spoke with a newspaper reporter who asked CPU about the

problem of guards responding to vital doors without weapons. A GFD spokenan

told him that he could be sure that so intruder or intruders who met the

desciption of the DBT could be handled by their security. M en the reporter

pressed the spokeman on repelling several well-trained and es11-ermed attackare

%en weapons are unavailable as in the actual response on February 7,1993, he.

was told that security details are a secret.
.

'

I believe the NRC is guilty of studying an issue so closely that conson
sense is lost.

This reminds me of the Rodgers Commission investigation of the
* Challenger" disaster.

Engineers gave'the smallest details and speelfications

of many parts and systeme day af ter day at the hearing. Finally a Robel Frise

winning physicist took a maall sample of the "O Ring" material and placed it in

a C-clemp he bought at a hardware store on the way to the haaring. Es placed

this into his glass of ice water for several minuts: Wile he spoke. Men he

pulled it out of the glass,the rubber fell cut of the clamp because it had
,

contracted.
Thus, he proved that all of the smallast details were not e4eded ,

& .&tthekl@ f4& |$. %tMCCLs -

-- ~--

Pierce Rye is the ice water that should waka up the RRC.

Security did not start at the North Gate.
It didn't start at theprotected area fence.

It didn't even start at the turhine building. In fact a
eserch ror the autruder didn't even etart for 90 minatas:no, just where doessecurity startt

Before the RIC concerna itself too greatly with the end of se
curi

syr..e-nte, the uxC as,st con.ider were does .ee=rsty .e.re. g[
C, n&hWWh b?
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'

May 24, 1993

"

Mr. Robert F. Burnett, Director
Division of Fuel Cycle Safety and Safeguards
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
c/o Ms. Joan Higdon
Mail Stop 4E4\WFN,US NRC
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Burnett:

DESIGN BASIS THREAT AND VEHICULAR INTRUSION

Wisconsin Electric Power Company, at the request of the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, is providing comments concerning the
reevaluation of the present design basis threat for radiological
sabotage. These comments are also based on information Wisconsin
Electric Power Company received at the public meeting conducted
by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on May 10, 1993, in
Rockville, Maryland.

At the May 10, 1993, public meeting, NRC staff summarized a
proposed action plan for the reevaluation of the design basis
threat. The NRC staff had initiated a review of the design basis
threat in late 1991. In 1992, NUMARC requested that the NRC
reassess and modify the present design basis threat to consider
revisions which vill bring the regulation into line with the
current security environment, which has changed significantly
since the design basis threat concept was initially promulgated*

in 1977. NUMARC recommended that the design basis threat be
reassessed to correctly relate to the current radiological
sabotage threat and encouraged the NRC to avail itself of the
assessment by federal intelligence gathering agencies of the
terrorism potential at U.S. commercial nuclear power plants. .The
industry also recommended that certain administrative
requirements which are considered to be of no measurable benefit
to safety be considered for removal from design basis threat
regulations. Wisconsin Electric continues to support a hf

\ reassessment of these design basis threat issues.
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In light of tic recent unauthorized vehicle entry at the Three
Mile Island E :r station and the bombing of the World Trade
Center in Net G.rk City, the NRC has expanded its review of the
design basis ;;aat to include a reassessment of the vehicular
intrusion t? wat. As summarized in SECY-93-102, the NRC staff
has prepare 6 &n updated list of four options for bolstering
security whica were presented to the Commission for
consideratio,L The NRC's assessment of the vehicular intrusionthreat shouli consider and be guided by intelligence assessments \[) ~

cf trends in doststic terrorism, nuclear plant security
historical exp.edrince, and the prudent utilization of resources.
Wisconsin Ele'?aic power Company believes that current extensive
security proJntas associated with the present design basis threat
are more th>n sufficient to ensure the protection of the health
and safety of our employees and the public against any reasonable
threat. In addition to plant security, the broader
" defense-in-depth" approach to safety employed by the nuclear
power industry would make it very difficult for a saboteur to
damage plant systems to the point where plant staff would be
unable to safely shut down the plant and prevent and mitigate'

radiological releases.

There is no evidence which would indicate that the bombing jexperienced at the World Trade Center will be repeated and it
appears that the responsible parties have been identified and/or (7 '

arrested. The trespassing incident at Three Mile Island Power
Station is not related in any form with the World Trade center
bombing threat. The incident at Three Mile Island was simply an
act of trespass by a psychologically impaired individual and
there is no indication that terrorism was a motive.
Wisconsin Electric believes it would be imprudent to react to
these dissimilar incidents by requiring licensees to invest
hundreds of thousands of dollars in defense of a land vehicle
homb or terrorist incident. Evidence would suggest that there is'

no known credible threat to use a vehicle as an aid in committing
radiological sabotage at a domestic power reactor. Available (hl i

threat-related intelligence information, the history of domestic
terrorism, and past nuclear industry security experience suggests
that the threat to nuclear facilities is low.

Mr. Harry D. Brandon III, Deputy Assistant Director of the
Federal Bureau of Investigation, Intelligent Division, in
testimony before senator Lieberman, stated "...we do not have

( reason to believe that (World Trace Center bombing) is the
\ forerunnor of a wave of terrorism inside the United States."

...Between 1982 and 1992 terrorism incidents within the United"

States, with few exceptions, have shown a steady decline."

1
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__
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continuous analysis of all indicators worldwidea...our constant,
does not show the beginning of such an initiative or wave ofWe have no current indications of targeting or
terrorism .... The {planning of acts of terrorism by any groups or individuals."
FBI, has apparently concluded that there is no increased threat

-

to the nuclear power industry.
1993, public meeting hosted by the NRC inAt the May 10,

Rockville, Maryland, and as delineated in SECY-93-102, the NRC
offered four possible options which Nuclear Material Safety and
Safeguards may recommend as a modification to the present design
basic throat. The four options included:

1. No change.

Erect gates or concrete barriers on existina roadways at2. some distance on either side of the vehicle control points
leading into protected areas.
Enhance protected area perimeter erotection to preventI 3.
vehicle intrusions.
Enhance security so that a bomb-laden vehicle can be kept4. from entering the protected area, and configure vehicle
barriers so that an explosion would not hinder safe plant
shutdown.

The Federal Bureau of Investigation believes that the nuclear
generating power plants are hardened facilities which provide an _.;.nexcellent deterrence to potential terrorist attack. Further

hardening of nuclear power plants, against all potential
terrorist threats would appear not be prudent or cost effective.
Data from the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Department of

indicates thatEnergy, and the Office of Technology Assessment,in the last 10 years there has been a significant decline in
terrorism. The tragic incident at the World Trade Center is not*

sufficient enough to establish a trend, and there is no
correlation which can be drawn that would indicate that the
nuclear power plants are in any jeopardy.

The lack of a bona fide threat and the coupling of the two
unrelated incidents at Three Mile Island and the World TradeCenter, would seem to not justify additional requirements for
bolstering security and nodification of the present design basis

Therefore, Wisconsin Electric Power Company currentlythreat.
supports option 1, delinested in SECY-93-102, recommends no O( change in the present design basis threat to address tha
vehicular intrusion threat. ,

%)
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Wisconsin Electric Power Company encourages the NRC to ensurtt
that the comprehensive reevaluation of the vehicular intrusion
threat include involvement of representatives from various law
enforcement and governmental agencias tasked with monitoring and hassessing terrorism and representatives from the industry. The

-

NRC should bring to bear our cumulative experience and knowledge
regarding terrorist activities and threat levels in order to make
an appropriate decision from a public policy standpoint. If it

"'

is determined that any action is required, this conclusion must
represent a prudent expenditure of resources commensurate with
the determined risk associated with the vehicular intrusion
threat.

Sincerely,

T

; Bob -
Vice President'

Nuclear Power

cms

cc: NRC Resident Insppctor
NFC Regional Administrator, Region III
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